Announcing our next training event!

SMARTS Executive Function Workshop
Friday, October 19, 2018
9:00am-3:00pm
2 Militia Drive (Adult Learning Center)
Lexington, MA
$225 general registration $185 SMARTS subscribers
(includes free, one day access to the entire curriculum, materials,
lunch, and free parking)

Learn new strategies to teach planning, time
management, breaking down tests/projects,
studying, and self-checking.
Determine the role that cognitive flexibility plays in
reading, writing, and math. Learn new methods for
teaching students how to think flexibly when
approaching their school work, their tests, and their
lives!

This presentation will highlight current theory and research in the field of executive function.
Using material from ResearchILD and the SMARTS Executive Function Curriculum, participants will
learn practical approaches to EF strategy instruction for students of all ages and ability levels.

“The workshop was great. I left with a wealth of information and I am eager to prioritize
next steps with my students.” High School Science Teacher
“The training gave us all concrete tools and strategies to use at our school. We are more
prepared to help our students who struggle with executive function challenges, especially
organization.” Middle School Special Education Administrator

Register Now:
https://www.researchild.org/events/smarts-october-executive-function-training

Research Institute for Learning and Development, 4 Militia Drive, Suite 20, Lexington, MA 02421
www.smarts-ef.org | wwww.researchild.org

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What will I learn when I attend the training?
A. You will develop a deeper understanding of the key concepts of executive
function. You will participate in modeled lessons and learn how to teach and adapt
SMARTS EF strategies to your classroom teaching. You will also have the
opportunity to collaborate with your peers, engage with SMARTS staff, and develop
customized approaches to promoting strategic and self-aware learning for students
with diverse ability profiles.
Q: How familiar must I be with the SMARTS Online curriculum in order to
attend?
A. This workshop requires neither prior experience with the curriculum nor previous
teaching of executive function strategies. You will have access to the entire
program at the training and the option to purchase either the complete curriculum or
the SMARTS strategy sets, afterwards. There is no obligation to purchase either one.
Q: Who is the featured presenter?
A. Michael Greschler, M.Ed., is the Director of the SMARTS Program and as an
integral member of ResearchILD team, works closely with classroom teachers and
school systems across the country on implementing the SMARTS Executive
Function Curriculum. In addition, he works with individual middle and high school
students on executive function strategies across subject areas as an Educational
Specialist at ILD. He will be joined by members of the ResearchILD SMARTS staff.

For more information on ResearchILD, the SMARTS Program, our conferences, workshops and
in-school training opportunities, please contact Jamie Cutler, Director of Marketing at
jcutler@researchild.org, or 781-541-3686.

